Abstmct-High-performance wide-area networks are required to interconnect clusters of computers connected by local area and metropolitan area networks. Optical fiber technology provides long distance channels in the multigigabit per second range. The challenge is to provide switching nodes that handle these data rates with minimum delay, and at a reasonable cost.
mentable data path. Packets that are blocked in the switch are looped back to the previous node in the route, eliminating the need for memory at the switch. This technique exploits the storage arising from the high bandwidth-distance product of the optical fiber links, and is analogous to the memory delay lines in the earliest computers.
In the photonic implementation of the packet transmission path, transmitted signal is not converted to electrical signal at each switching node, but remains as light. The information is extracted from the light signal by detecting the appropriate fields and converting this information to electrical signal. This signal is electronically processed by the Control that electronically drives the photonic switches. Thus the processing is done electronically, while the packet transmission path is photonic. (Electronic controlling of very fast optical data rates is possible, as discussed in the Appendix B.) Signal regeneration is performed by optical amplifiers, described in [ 5 ] .
Blazenet uses two key ideas to simplify the switching node design. First, packets are source routed [6] , [7] to eliminate the need for all but the simplest routing logic in the switch. Second, because of the elimination of buffers within the switch, there is no need for flow-control mechanism.
Blazenet is presented here as a wide-area network. We see it as a backbone network, whose nodes are gateways to other networks. However, the design can be adapted to smaller networks, including local area networks.
Section I1 describes the Blazenet design, addressing the issues of packet-switching and traffic congestion. Section 111 presents a detailed switching node design. Section IV shows the expected performance of Blazenet as determined by simulation. Section V discusses some extended features that can be incorporated into Blazenet's design; priority traffic, limiting packet life-time, and broadcast and multicast. Section VI presents some issues of the higher layers that have direct implication on Blazenet's operation. The final Section VI1 summarizes our conclusions about the design and the implications. Some implementation issues are addressed in the Appendix.
BLAZENET DESIGN
A Blazenet is composed of a set of switching nodes interconnected by point-to-point logical links formed by the fiber loops. The hosts and gateways on the periphery of the network act as sources and sinks for the network traffic. Packets generated by hosts are passed to the switching nodes to which they are connected. The packets are then forwarded from node to node until they arrive at the switching node connected to the destination host, where they are removed by the switching node and passed to the destination host. An example of a four node Blazenet is shown in Fig. 1. A loop, shown in Fig. 2 , is built of two point-to-point physical links. In such a configuration each conventional bidirectional link connecting two adjacent nodes is replaced by a single loop. A number of loops can be multiplexed on a single fiber (if the fiber provides enough capacity) by wavelength division multiplexing, for example (see Appendix-C).
The Blazenet packet format, shown in Fig. 3 , is composed of two delimiting synchronization fields (syncs), a header, and a data portion. Within the header, the token identifies whether the packet is a blocked packet (set token) or not (reset token), and the hop-selects tures and are discussed in Sections V. The data portion contains higher level protocol data and can, optionally, be protected by checksum or CRC.
A . Source Route Packet Switching
Blazenet uses source routing. Each packet contains a sequence of hop-selects, specified by the source host. The hop-selects represent the switching operations to be taken in the sequence of nodes along the packet path through the network from its source to its destination. Each hop-select field indicates the output link on which the packet is to be forwarded for that hop. When a packet arrives at a switching node with its token reset, the first hop-select field in the packet is examined to determine the next output link for the packet. If that output link is available for transmission of a new packet, the first hop-select field is zeroed and the packet is immediately routed to the available output link. (The zeroing of the first hop-select field during the forwarding process means that the first nonzero hop-select field in the packet always represents the current hop selection.) If the output link is not available, the packet is blocked. Handling of blocked packets is explained in Section 11-B. A packet with a set token arriving at a switching node indicates that the packet was blocked in the previous switching node. Consequently, such packet is simply left on the loop to be returned to the blocking node, after its token field is reset.
This design has several advantages. First, because the path determination is done at the source, the switch design is relatively simple. Second, it is feasible to perform the switching function at gigabit per second data rates, because of the simple logic required to make the hop selection. In particular, no table lookup is required for the switching decision. Finally, the delay for switching in a node is limited to the time required to interpret the packet header, check the availability of the output link, and perform the actual switching operation (if the output link is available). Because the extra delay introduced by a switching node is a few tens of bits, this delay is only a small fraction of the propagation delay of a link in a wide-area network.
B . Handling Packet Blockage
A packet is said to be blocked if it arrives at a switching node when the next output link is unavailable. A blocked packet is routed back to the previous switching node on the reverse link of the loop on which the packet arrived. Upon its arrival at the previous switching node, the returned packet is looped back, arriving at the blocking switching node one roundtrip time after its first arrival at this node. Thus, the loop effectively provides short-term storage for the packet, causing the packet to reappear at the blocking switching node a short time later.
This approach to handling blockage has several advantages. First, it dramatically reduces the average packet delay through a loaded network and increases the network capacity, compared to a design in which the packet is simply dropped when blocked at the outgoing link, referred to here as a lossy network. When a packet is dropped in a lossy network, it has to be retransmitted by the source after some timeout, at least one roundtrip time long. Since the probability of a packet being blocked increases with path length, as does the network investment in the blocked packet, dropping the packet seriously degrades the network performance under load for wide-area networks with realistic diameter.
Second, the design does not require memory in the switching node of the size and speed required to store all blocked packets, such as would be needed for a conventional store-and-forward design.
Several megabytes of memory operating at 1 Gbps would increase the cost of the switching nodes and make the photonic realization of the data path less attractive. The combination of the high data rates, the wide-area span of the links, and the low-cost of the fiber makes this form of storage attractive. For example, a 100 km link (=200 km loop) operating at 1 Gbps can store nearly 1 Mbit or 125 packets of 1 kbyte each.
Finally, the loopback technique exerts back pressure on the link over which the packet was received, because the loop is then less available for new packets to be forwarded on it. In the extreme, this back pressure extends back from the point of contention to one or more packet sources. Besides alerting the packet source of congestion, the back pressure provides fast feedback to the source routing mechanism, allowing it to react quickly to network load and topological changes.
A potential disadvantage arises when the link between switching nodes is very long, since the roundtrip delay on the loop may be excessive. We avoid this problem by including loopback support in the optical repeaters that are required anyway every few tens of kilometers on a fiber optic link. Thus, a packet that is blocked at a switching node is looped back either to the previous switching node or to the previous repeater, whichever is closer. If, for example, the distance between adjacent switching nodes is 100 km, the roundtrip delay is approximately 1 ms. Because a Blazenet switching node includes the regeneration function between the input and output ports, it can be used as a repeater, thereby automatically supporting the loopback function. (In the case of a repeater, only two input and two output loops of the switching node design are used.) The network is then built from just one type of interconnection component, rather than two. By using such a design, packets can loop at intermediate loops on a long link, reducing its delay through the network. Consequently, the packet is delayed in time units corresponding to the roundtrip time on the intermediate loop rather than that for the entire link. Another improvement consists of designing the last loop shorter than other loops on the link. Consequently, blockage at low-load operation has smaller effect on the packet delay.
III. SWITCHING NODE DESIGN

A . Basic Design
A Blazenet switching node can be implemented as simple interconnection of a number of photonic components and conventional electronics. We assume the availability of fast switching devices capable of switching within a small fraction of duration of a header bit, once the switching command has been initiated. Such devices exist today for at least as fast as 3 GHz operation speed [8]. Slower devices can be employed for lower cost by maintaining an adequate interpacket gap. Fig. 4 shows the block design of a Blazenet switching node. Each loop has a header detector, a delay line, and an end-of-packet detector, built out of a piece of fiber with appropriate taps. The header detector is long enough to contain a packet header, and the delay line is long enough to contain a maximum sized packet and the number of bits corresponding to the time the control logic requires to do the actual switching. Fig. 5 shows the control signals extracted from the transmission and the corresponding timing.
The switching process is initiated by the new-packet signal generated by a pattern detection circuit, which searches for the sync pattern. Upon sync detection, the circuit raises the new-packet line, indicating to the Control that a new packet has arrived. The detection can be implemented with devices that are slower than the data rate (see Appendix-B) . At this time, the control reads the values of the token and the hop-selects signals. The switching decision (checking the availability of the output loop) is performed during the period of time named "switching delay, " during which the packet propagates through the header detector, and at the end of which a switching command is issued to the switching element (represented in Fig. 4 as switches). The packet will be either blocked and returned on the reverse portion of the loop it arrived on, or will be forwarded to the output loop according to the value of the current hop-select. The indication that a packet leaves the node is provided to the control by the end-of-packet line of the loop the packet is forwardedheturned on. In the case that the packet is blocked and need to be returned, and the reverse portion of the loop is busy forwarding another packet, the packet is temporarily clocked into the delay line. Since the length of the delay line corresponds to the maximal packet size, it is guaranteed that when the delayed packet arrives at the end of the delay line the reverse portion of the loop is already free.
The delay line is considered to be free. if it does not contain a packet or any part of a packet. By using the two signals new-packet and end-of-packet the control can uniquely determine the status of the delay line. The control keeps a single bit per loop to record the status of a loop. If no transmission is forwarded to a loop and its delay line is free, the loop is considered idle, and its bit in the control is set accordingly.
The switching decision is made in the following way. After the number of the loop, a packet is to be forwarded on, is determined by the hop-selects signal, the availability of this loop is checked by checking the status of its bit in the control. If the loop is idle, the packet from the input loop is clocked onto the output loop. If, on the other hand, the output loop is busy, the packet is blocked and returned by being clocked out on the loop it came on, after its token is set. In case more than one packet tries to enter a specific loop, only one packet wins, and the other(s) are clocked out on their loops. Upon its arrival to the other end of the loop, the blocked packet is clocked into the corresponding delay line, blocking access to this loop for any new arrival. When the packet reaches the end of the delay line it is clocked out onto the loop it came on, after the token is reset. (Another possible implementation is to check the loop availability upon reception of a retufned packet. Only in the case the loop is busy (forwarding another packet), the returned packet is entered into the delay line. A packet is, however, directly clocked out if the loop is found free upon the returned packet arrival. This improvement has the advantage of including an additional delay-line delay only in the case the loop is busy. On the other hand, this implementation has a disadvantage of complicating the switching process and therefore, the control itself.)
The switching element is capable of connecting each one of its inputs to any one of its outputs. The switching element can be designed in several ways. One such a possibility is to use a switching matrix, as shown on Fig. 6 . In this case maximal connectivity can be achieved.
The control performs the actual routing decisions based on the signals that indicate the status of the loops. The signals entering the control are shown in Fig. 7 . The routing algorithm takes into account the following parameters: 1) input packet destination, 2) availability of the output loop and its delay line, and 3) priority of the packet (as explained in Section V-A).
In general, a packet is either completely forwarded or returned. However, in some cases where extraordinary priority is needed, it may be necessary to abort transmission of a packet currently being forwarded. A simple mechanism can be incorporated into the design such that upon reception of a high priority packet, the packet is immediately forwarded on the appropriate loop. (Priority traffic is discussed in Section V-A.) The input traffic from a host connected to the switching node is switched in a similar way the traffic from any loop is. The main difference is in the indication of an available packet. An indication line from a host to the control continues to show the presence of a packet until it is forwarded. No returning of an incoming packet is ever performed.
The output traffic destined to a host connected to the switching node is received on one of the outputs of the switching element and passed to the appropriate host. A host is assumed to be always ready to accept its traffic. If the host is unavailable, the packets are discarded. Therefore, the major difference between the through traffic and the exiting traffic is that the latter is never returned. The reason for not returning exiting blocked traffic is to avoid situations in which the network can possibly be blocked because of a host malfunction.
B . Double-Loop Design
In the double-loop version of the network two loops replace a bidirectional link of a conventional network. Such a configuration is presented in Fig from node 2 to node 1, while transmission from node 1 to node 2 uses lower portion of loop 2. Blocked transmission is returned on the upper portion of the loop it came on. No indication of a packet being a returned packet is necessary in the double-loop case, since use of the upper portion of a loop indicates that the packet is a blocked one. For double-loop Blazenet, the token filed is discarded from the single-loop packet format. Fig. 9 shows the modified block design of Blazenet's switching node to accommodate the double-loop configuration. Each input loop has a header-delay-line. The header-delay-line is long enough to contain the leading sync, the hop-selects, and the number of bits corresponding to the time for the control logic to do the actual switching. Fig. 10 shows the signals extracted from the transmission entering the header-delay-line and the corresponding timing. Upon sync detection, a pattern detection circuit raises the new-packet line, indicating to the control a new packet arrival. At this time the control looks for the value of the current hop-select. The indication that a packet leaves the header delay line is provided to the control by the end-of-input line.
Each output loop also has its own header detector and a loopback delay line. The header detector contains a pattern detection circuit to identify the sync field and delay line of the length corresponding to the switching delay. The loopback delay line must be of the length of the maximum packet size. The control signals and their timing are presented in Fig. 11 . Upon detection of the leading sync pattern of a returned packet, the return-packet signal is raised. This indicates the occupation of the loop. Similar circuit, positioned at the end of the loopback delay line, scans for the trailing sync. Detection of the trailing sync by this circuit initiates the end-of-output signal, indicating when a packet leaves the loopback delay line. Using the two signals, the Control can uniquely decide on the loopback delay line state.
The process of forwarding a packet in the double-loop configuration is similar to that of the single-loop case with proper differentiation between the header delay line and loopback delay line functions.
The main advantage of the single-loop over the double-loop version is in reduction of hardware: fibers, transmitters, receivers, etc. The double-loop version is simpler to implement, possesses some reliability advantages, has lower delay and stable throughput under heavy-load. In the following section, we consider the performance of both the single and the double-loop configurations.
c. Slotted Loops
Another alternative of Blazenet implementation is to use slotted loops. In the slotted version, the loops are divided into slots of the packet size (in case of variable packet size, the slots are of the maximum packet size). Packets can be inserted only into empty slots, indicated by some bit within the packet format. By appropriately delaying each input traffic, slots' arrivals to a switching node are synchronized, so that all the packets arrive at the same time. Packet can be, then, interchanged between the slots of the various loops. Blazenet variations can be combined. Thus, single-loop and doubleloop Blazenet can operate on slotted or unslotted loops.
The slotted version has some advantage in performance over the nonslotted approach. Nevertheless, the required slot synchronization is a serious disadvantage of the slotted version for wide-area networks. Also, in a network with a variable packet size the usage of the maximum packet length as the slot size may be of some disadvantage. Consequently, the slotted version is not pursued further here and we concentrate on the nonslotted single and double-loop versions.
Fig. 12. Star topology
IV. BLAZENET PERFORMANCE
Blazenet performance is evaluated in terms of the average packet delay through the network as a function of the network throughput. Packet delay is the period of time from when the packet is passed to the network until it is delivered to its destination averaged over all packets entering the network, and includes the queueing time at the network entrances.
A general event-driven simulation program was developed to evaluate Blazenet performance. The simulation enabled us to evaluate Blazenet performance, as well as to compare Blazenet performance to the idealistic case of the nonblocking network, that is with the propagation delay only. We also compared Blazenet performance to the case of the lossy approach.* The following graphs show Blazenet performance for several different network topologies and different packet sizes. In all of the examples we assume that the traffic matrix is symmetric, the link capacity is 1 Gbps, and the links are all approximately 100 km long. (The length of the loops has little effect on the relative increase of the delay as a function of link utilization, provided that the loops are long enough to eliminate correlation between subsequent blockages of a packet. This can be ensured, for example, by having the lengths of the loops that terminate on the same switch, differ by at least one packet size.)
Blazenet performance was evaluated for packet sizes of 5 and 10
kbit. These values represent reasonable tradeoff between the long delay line for large packet size and excessive header (Blazenet and high-level protocol) overhead of small packets. For example, the combination of a Blazenet, internetwork datagram and transport layer headers could total 100 bytes, requiring a 10 kbit packet to keep the overhead under 10%. On the other hand, 5 and 10 kbit correspond to 1 and 2 km delay line on 1 Gbps link (or transmission times of 5 and 10 ps), respectively, thus representing a feasible design. The first example is a Star topology with 5 inputs. General Star topology with M inputs is shown in Fig. 12 . The delays as a function of network throughput, evaluated for single-and double-loop configurations, are presented in Fig. 15 . The propagation delay through the network is also shown for comparison.
The second example is the Star-of-Stars topology, shown in Fig.  13 . The simulation results are presented in Fig. 16 .
The final case is of the Triangle-of-Stars topology, shown in Fig. 14, with corresponding results in Fig. 17 . The comparison of Blazenet performance to the lossy network in Star-of-Stars topology is shown in Fig. 18 . In the lossy network case it is assumed that a blocked packet is retransmitted immediately after To the best of our knowledge, other photonic networks utilizing the "hot potato" routing scheme are defined as LAN's or MAN'S. In this sense, Blazenet, being a "hot potato photonic WAN" is unique. (The reason that Blazenet is relatively span-independent is the unconstrained topology that Blazenet can be implemented in.) Thus we chose to compare the Blazenet performance only with the lossy network. a single roundtrip delay between the source and the destination without any processing overhead, thus favoring the lossy case. Also, the small network span somewhat favors the lossy approach in this comparison, since the Blazenet advantages are emphasized in networks with large average path length. These simulation results indicate that the performance of Blazenet is significantly better than a Lossy network at realistic load levels. In particular, Blazenet avoids the dramatic increase in packet droppage that occurs in lossy networks under load and increasing diameter, because packet blockage is largely decoupled from packet drop. In a lossy network, the probability of a packet being blocked, and therefore dropped, increases as the length of the packet route increases. Thus, lossy networks have the unstable property of tending to drop the packets in which they have invested the most resources. This behavior also unfairly favors short routes over long routes. Blazenet performance closely approximates the ideal network where the packet delay is the propagation delay for low-load range. The delay for the double-loop configuration smoothly increases with increasing load, whereas the single-loop experiences much sharper knee in its delay curve, i.e., "ALOHA-like" behavior. This difference is explained by the loopback behavior. Under increasing load, an increasing number of packets are looped back because of blockage. In the single loop configuration, these blocked packets can interfere with new packets bound in the opposite direction; however, in the double-loop configuration they do not. In fact, in the double loop configuration, the blocked packets provide a form of back pressure on packets attempting to enter a congested portion of the network. This back pressure allows double-loop Blazenet to handle congestion effectively.
The choice between single-and double-loop configurations is dependent on the expected load and the required behavior under load. One might argue that if Blazenet could offer such high bandwidth than the network would operate at the low load. For example, consider a Blazenet connecting a collection of 10 Mbps Ethernets operating at 10% utilization. Assume further that 25% of an Ethernet traffic is to be transferred on the backbone Blazenet, whose links consists of ten fibers operating at 1 Gbps each. Thus, as many as 4000 Ethernets can coexist on Blazenet utilizing the network only in lo%, utilization that represents low-load condition. On the other hand, historically, users have managed to consume the capacities of networks in the past and with the potential of transferring databases, high resolution images, real-time video and other high volume traffic, it seems feasible to expect even a gigabit network to be loaded at times. Thus, a double-loop configuration might be chosen to ensure greater network performance stability.
The choice between double loop and single-loop configurations is also dependent on cost, complexity and performance tradeoffs that are only known from further understanding of the precise fiber and switching technology to be used. For example, a double-loop may require twice as much fiber or limit the data rate to half that of singleloop configurations. Conversely, the simpler logic of the double-loop switch may be a greater advantage, especially if the switch is the limiting factor for the link data rate. Further development of the photonic technology and experimental implementations of Blazenet are required to more fully understand these tradeoffs.
The performance results presented here summarize and extend those discussed in [ 9 ] , [ 101, [ 111, Overall, Blazenet provides performance characteristics that are an attractively alernative to a lossy network without the implementation complexity of conventional packetswitched store-and-forward networks.
V. EXTENDED FEATURES
The basic Blazenet node design can be extended to include some additional features: priority traffic, limiting of the life-time of a packet, and broadcast and multicast traffic. Besides providing important services to the network users, these features increase the strength of the network to cope with abnormal situations, thereby increasing the network reliability.
A . Priority Trafic
The implementation of priority traffic in Blazenet can be accomplished in two ways: by including a priority field in the packet format or by giving preference to some traffic during the forwarding process. The former approach is considered first.
The priority traffic implementation is achieved by delaying the forwarding of a packet by a period equal to the transmission time of a maximum packet length. At the end of this period, the packet with the highest priority is forwarded, while other packets (if any) are looped back. The hardware of the basic Blazenet node design has to be modified in order to accommodate this additional functionality. The main adjustment is to include a packet detector circuit within the header detector that initiate the packet-ready signal. The modified node design is shown in Fig. 19 and the modified control signals in A packet that is clocked into a header detector and has not reached the packet-ready point is called an active packet. The set of active packets at any point in time is the set of packets competing on the The new packet arriving on a loop is clocked into the header detector. After its main-header (composed of the fields: sync, token, priority, and the hop-selects) are received, the control is notified of the packet arrival and the packet's information is passed to the control. The control gathers all such information from all the header detectors. When a packet is shifted to the packet-ready point in the header detector, the decision is ready whether the packet will be forwarded or looped back. The decision is made according to the following algorithm: The forwarding or blocking (namely, the switching) operations are, otherwise, done as before.
The essence of the above procedure is that, by delaying all packets by one packet length (i.e., one packet look-ahead), the priorities of all the relevant packets can be gathered and the correct decision made about which packet to forward. Therefore, the difference in this modified version of Blazenet is the point in time when the control's decision is made.
Using the above scheme, the delay of a forwarded packet is increased by the transmission time of a packet of the maximum size. However, this time is negligible compared to the propagation delay encountered by a packet on a link in wide-area network. (For example, for 10 kbit packets on 1 Gbps Blazenet the additional delay is only 10 p s , delay that is small compared to 500 p s that is the propagation time of a 100 km link.) The total delay is, therefore, essentially unaffected by this hardware modification.
Another way to implement priority traffic in Blazenet is to give preferences to some traffic during the forwarding process. One such possibility is to give preference to traffic coming from the hosts connected to the node over all the other traffic. Such a mechanism is useful for coping with temporary traffic surges from the node's hosts. However, although this approach lowers the delay of the preferred traffic, the mean packet delay in the whole network is increased. Therefore, in order to ensure fairness, usage of such a mechanism should be restricted. The preferences given to some traffic can be based on other criteria. Traffic arriving on some loops (for example, traffic coming from congested areas) may be given higher priority in the forwarding process. The preferences criteria can be based on various network parameters and can be adjustable in time, as the network load and topology change.
B . Limiting Packet Life-Time
The network needs to limit packet life-time because of three reasons: to eliminate erroneous traffic to exist in the network and interfere with valid traffic, to discard real-time traffic that could not be delivered on time and became obsolete, and to avoid wrap-around of packet sequence numbers in high-level protocols.
In Blazenet, the loop-counter provides the mechanism for limiting the life-time of packets within the network. The loop-counter is decreased each time a packet is blocked and returned. When the loop-counter reaches zero, the packet is discarded. The loop-counter represents, therefore, the maximum number of times a packet can loopback. The value of the loop-counter is set by the source host, according to packet type and time limitations on the packet delivery. Unless the loops are of equal length, the loop-counter mechanism does not provide an accurate mean for limiting a packet life-time within the network. In the case the loops are of unequal length, using the minimum loop length of the packet path for the calculation of the loop-counter can be an adequate approach. Assign n to represent the refractive index of the fiber, I,,, the minimum loop length of the packet path (=twice the distance between the adjacent switching nodes), I , the length of the ith loop, h number of hops on the packet path (=number of switching nodes on the path -l), t,,, minimum life-time of a packet in the network and c the speed of light in vacuum. Therefore, the value of the loop-counter can be calculated using:
(cln gives the velocity of the light in fiber, t,,, . c / ( n .I,,,) gives the maximum number of loops to travel during this time. The second term in the above inequality is a correction required due to the fact that an unblocked packet travel only half a loop.) Another approach would be to use some weighted average of the loops lengths on the packet path, lavg. In this case the loop-counter is calculated by the same formula as above, substituting I,, for [min. If the general repeatedswitching node design is used, all network loops are of equal length, I (possibly with the exception of the last loop hitting the node), and the calculation of the required value of the loop-counter becomes:
By imposing some minimum value on the packet life-time t,,, the packet will not be discarded because of its lifetime expiration for at least this period of time. This is advantageous in situations where we are more concerned with the possibility of discarding still valid packet, than with the possibility of an obsolete packet living in the network or even being passed to the destination. When we are in the opposite situation, namely, when we are more concerned with the access load created by an obsolete traffic than with the possibility of discarding valid traffic, we should use some maximum permissible value for the packet life-time t,,, instead. (The above formulas continue to be valid in this case, with the substitution of maximum loop length I,,, for I,,, and reversing the unequality sign.) Note, that by manipulating the current value of the packet life-time, the network can regulate its load. Of course, such a manipulation is justified in some special circumstances and for traffic that does not require reliable transport through the network. The implementation of the loop-counter mechanism includes a decrement circuit. This circuit, as well as the circuit that tests the value of the loop-counter, operate on returned packets only. No action is necessary when the packet is forwarded. The modification to the node design to support the loop-counter operation includes two loop-counter decrement circuits each one placed after the end-ofpacket detectors. The structure of a delay line is shown in Fig. 21 . While the packet enters a delay line, the loop-counter is checked by the control. In case the value of the loop-counter is zero, the packet is discarded. The other possibility is to pass the discarded packet to a host performing the function of switching node monitoring.
As a blocked packet is clocked out of the delay line, the blockedpacket circuit detects the sync and the token of the packet, which initiate a decrease-loop-counter signal if the token is set. The delay between the blocked-packet and the decrease-loop-counter circuits is exactly of such a distance that when the blocked-packet signal is raised, the loop-counter is received by the decrease-loop-counter LEUEL no.
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U Leuel Indicator LOOP number Fig. 22 . Modified hop-select structure for multicast delivery.
circuit. The operation is, therefore, fully autonomous, not requiring any intervention of the control.
When the loop-counter is represented by a binary number, the loop-counter decrement hardware may be difficult to implement. A somewhat easier solution may be to use a bit pattern as a loopcounter. In this scheme the loop-counter is composed of a string of l's, equal in number to the required value of the loop-counter. Each decrement of the loop-counter consists now of resetting one such bit. Zero value is detected by having all zero pattern. This scheme has the disadvantage of providing unnecessary long loop-counter field. Fortunately, the maximum value of the loop-counter is expected to be small. Consequently, the ease of implementation justifies the bit wastage.
Yet another approach to the loop-counter usage is to provide a special loop-counter per each hop. In this case, instead of the hop-selects fields, the packet header contains fields composed of hop-selects and loop-counters. The advantage of this scheme is the possibility of an exact calculation of the packet's life-time, as well as the possibility of selectively limiting the delay of each of the loops on the packet's path.
C . Broadcast and Multicast
Routing of multicast packets on Blazenet is achieved by a tree-like forwarding path, where the source is the root and the destinations are the leaves. A multicast packet is forwarded as a single packet, up to the point where it is split to two or more packets forwarded on different links. The split packets can also be multicast packets, in which case each one is split again at some subsequent node.
A multicast packet address is, in fact, a mapping of this tree graph to a linear notation. The linear notation consists of a list of hop-selects while searching the tree in the following way. Visit the leftmost unvisited son of the current node, if any, whose subtree contains at least one destination. Each hop-select consists now of two subfields: the level-indicator and the output-number. The level-indicator indicates the level of the current node in the whole tree, while the output-number is the number of the loop, the packet has to be forwarded on (in the current node). The level-indicator is actually the hop distance of the current node from the source. Fig. 22 shows the hop-select structure incorporating the above changes.
Upon packet arrival at a switching node, the requested loops are checked for availability and the packet is split to all these requested output loops that are available, if any. The packet is also returned carrying the addressing information of all the blocked outputs, if at least one output loop is unavailable.
While a multicast packet is split within a switching node, the new generated packets carry the addressing representation of the relevant subtree only. The address field is, therefore, divided among the new generated packets, whereas the syncs, the token, the loop-counter, the priority, and the data portion of the packet are replicated within each one of the new packets. The replication is performed by connecting the input loop to more then one output loops. The division of the address field is performed by replicating the whole address field in each one of the new packets and erasing the irrelevant portion of the address field in any one of the new packets.
The following example clarifies the multicast addressing structure. Assume a single packet is to be multicasted to four destinations. The corresponding tree graph is shown in Fig. 23 . The initial address When the packet in the example arrives at the first node, it is split into two packets: one to be multicast to destinations: 1, 2, 3, and the second to be unicast to destination 4. The second packet is forwarded to its destination along the route: 2, 5, 0, whereas the first packet, when arrived to the second node on its path, is split once more. One of the new packets goes on output line number 2, the other is forwarded directly to its destination on output line number 5.
The address adjustment for the multicast packet is more complicated than for the unicast case because of the necessity of splitting the address field. The control looks for the level-indicator in the first hop-select. The whole address is then split into as many pieces as there are hop-selects with the same value of the first level-indicator. The division of the packet address field into pieces is performed by breaking the address field on the boundary of hop-selects with values of level-indicator equal to the value of the level-indicator of the Fig. 25 . Address field for the multicast example using bit representation. first hop-select. Each new packet carries one such piece and is then forwarded according to the first hop-select. During the forwarding process the first hop-select is erased. The address field of the new packet is, therefore, composed of only the relevant subtree.
Another possible addressing scheme for multicast on Blazenet is the usage of a single hop-select field to indicate multiple output connection. In this scheme, M bits are used for each route, each bit for one of the M possible output loops. A bit is set if the packet has to be forwarded on the corresponding output loop. In this scheme, as in the previous one, the nested structure of the various paths realize the multicast delivery. This scheme is more efficient in the case of multicast to many destinations, however, the control has to be able to create the hop-select of the returned packet containing the indication of the blocked loops. Thus, this scheme requires more complex control design. Consequently, the preferred solution depends on the implementation requirements. Fig. 25 shows such a representation for the above multicast example.
It is to be noted that in both addressing schemes the packets created by splitting the original packet have unused gaps in the address field. Moreover, even in the unicast case, erasing the used hop-selects creates gaps. Although it is possible to eliminate these gaps, the cost of the gaps is insignificant, since typically the header is only a small portion of the whole packet.
Broadcast can be implemented on Blazenet in two different ways: by using the multicast mechanism with address of all the network destinations, or by a flooding approach.
Flooding can be implemented by dedicating a specific hop-select value to instruct the forwarding nodes to forward the packet on all its loops (possibly with the exception of the loop directed to the node the packet comes from). The first hop-select does not need to be erased in the forwarding process. By slightly modifying the treatment of the loop-counter in the switching nodes, the damping of the flooding process is guaranteed. The loop-counter modification consists of decreasing the loop-counter value each time a packet is received by a switching node, whenever the packet is blocked or successfully forwarded. This modification requires placing the loop-counter decrement circuits before the header detector. In order to make the packet reception by all the network nodes possible, the value of the loop-counter should be specified to the maximum path length from the packet source to any network destination with some reasonable addition for packet loopbacking. Using this flooding mechanism, a broadcasted packet can be received more than once. Consequently, higher layers protocols must discard the duplicated packets. Flooding can be used to cope with abnormal network behavior and to increase the network reliability.
VI. HIGHER LAYERS ISSUES
Blazenet provides high-performance packet delivery for the higher level protocols, most directly the internetwork layer (if used) and the transport layer. However, the design impose some additional requirements and consideration on the higher layers, which we consider below.
A host or gateway connected to Blazenet must be prepared to receive packets that are incorrectly delivered to it because the source route was corrupted in transit or specified incorrectly by the source. Blazenet does not provide error detection on the packet (including header) because the packet will have passed through the switch by the time it would be feasible to detect it was in error. Internetwork and transport protocols include their own checksum or CRC fields, allowing detection of corrupted packets at the host. Thus, sufficient mechanisms exist at the higher layers to deal with this problem, and the expected low error rate of optical-fiber transmission avoids placing a significant overhead on the hosts and gateways.
Blazenet also has the property that a packet is likely to arrive out of order relative to other packets send as part of a logical stream. Current standard transport protocol implementations tend to drop out of order packets, effectively negating some of the performance benefit of Blazenet. However, newer transport protocols such as VMTP [12] are able to accept out-of-order packets because of their provision for selective retransmission, which requires the handling or out-of-order packets by definition. Moreover, the implementation of standard protocols can be extended to handle out-of-order packets by simply buffering misordered packets for some period of time. We expect that this technique would handle most misorderings expected on Blazenet, given that the reorder should be local to a small number of packets.
Finally, Blazenet contains basically no intelligence in the switching nodes, so all routing and network state information must be maintained outside the network by hosts and gateways. We imagine a routing server module that executes in hosts and gateways directly attached to Blazenet which maintains this information. It periodically sends monitoring messages along different routes through the network to discover whether the node at the end of the route is operational, its identity, and the delay along that path. Normally, these messages are sent to the routing server on the destination node, which can return a response by the same route or another designated route, as specified in the packet. To check the availability of particular links, the server can also route packets in a loop back to itself. By analyzing information from many network paths and nodes, the server can detect incremental changes in the network load and network topology (i.e., availability of a specific link).
A test packet includes test-nr, path-number, and input-time fields as its data. In order to avoid confusion, the test-nr field differentiates between various tests (that can be performed concurrently) and the path-nr field uniquely identifies the specific path under the test. The input-time field records the time the packet was entered into the network and serves for calculation of the packet delay through the specific path.
In the following discussion we assume that the network changes are incremental that is, the probability of a failure of more than one link or node between any two tests is negligible. Therefore, we can assume that at any time the server notion of the network's link status is incorrect in at most the state of one variable.
The tests are performed in the following manner. Each server sends packets over the network to cover all the network links. If a packet does not return, more tests are initiated in order to determine which link on the missing packet path is down. The intersection of all the missing packets' paths gives the unoperative link (to remind, there is only one unoperative link, if any). However, in the case a link does not have an alternative, the link failure cannot be uniquely identified. If a server decides on a link being unoperative, it may pass this information to the other hosts and cause changes in their routing tables. Later, from time to time, the server might reissue some tests to check if the status of an unoperative link has changed.
The same approach can be used in order to locate the areas of congestion in the network. However, more sophisticated algorithms must be used in order to analyze the packets' delays and to evaluate the state of the congestion of a specific link or group of links. A useful assumption is that a link's load does not change rapidly. This assumption is reasonable because the network provides high-throughput so the influence of a small number of communication events on the overall network load is minimal. The mesh network topology also contributes to the smoothing effect.
The frequency of these test messages is such that they do not contribute significantly to the network load. As with conventional routing techniques, there is a tradeoff between the frequency of routing-induced communication overhead and the accuracy of the routing information. By careful design of the routing server and judicious exchange of routing information, the cost and complexity of this "network external" routing is not significantly than conventional routing techniques. Consequently, the performance level achieved by Blazenet as a result of using source routing are not reduced by routing overhead.
In general, we see considerable benefit in moving functionality out of the network to the periphery if there is any significant gain in packet delivery performance to be realized. As illustrated in the cases considered in this section, the higher layers provide the required functionality, or can be easily extended to do so. There is little gain in providing more functionality at the lower layers of a network, beyond the basic packet delivery of Blazenet. The potential of Blazenet and other networks in that performance range can only be realized with ''leaner'' approaches to protocol architectures than the richly layered standards that are currently in use.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Blazenet is an attractive approach to implementing a multigigabit wide-area packet-switched network using fiber optics implementation. It also appears adaptable to regional and local network implementation. Simulation results indicate that the Blazenet performance is comparable for low-load operation to the ideal case of a nonblocking network, and is much better than that of the lossy networks. Specifically, Blazenet provides multigigabit per second data rates at low delay with good behavior under load using the connectionless datagram interface favored by computer communication. The use of source routing allows each switching node to make switching decisions on the fly, minimizing the switching delay. The use of a loopback channel, which effectively stores packets that are blocked at the switch, minimizes the packet loss under load without requiring additional memory within the switch. The absence of switching buffer memory makes photonic data path implementation feasible. The ability of the design to handle priority and multicast makes it attractive for a variety of traffic loads.
Blazenet demonstrates the feasibility of packet-switching in high speed networks. It is not necessary to resort to circuit-switching to handle the data rates made possible by optical fiber. In fact, when computer traffic has to be carried, packet-switching has some crucial advantages over circuit-switching, advantages that are emphasized in high-speed networks. In particular, a packet-switched network avoids the circuit setup delay and the wasted channel capacity that arises with circuit switching, especially with bursty computer traffic. In this vein, we note that many sources of traffic that appear as a stream at lower data rates appear as bursts at gigabit speeds.
We see Blazenet as a representative of a future class of networks that behave as passive "light pipes" for data, offering high throughput, low delay, and high reliability. With the introduction of this class of wide-area networks, we expect that the computer interfaces, rather than the networks, will become the performance and functionality bottlenecks of the communication process. However, further research and development are required. Today's state of the art in photonic switching permits a photonic realization only to a limited degree ([13] ). Nevertheless, this limited realization can serve as a first step towards a future all-photonic communication network.
APPENDIX SOME IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES IN BLAZENET DESIGN
A . Boundary Between Photonics and Electronics
Optical switching and processing of optical transmission opens new dimensions in future networking. Photonic implementation, as opposed to a conventional electronic implementation, offers increased switching speeds [14] , [3] . In addition a network built out of optical components is less susceptible to electromagnetic interference and electromagnetic pulse and provides more secure transmission. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art of photonic processing is still in its infancy. Large and fast memory in particular appears to be a difficult component to realize photonically. However, with the progress in photonic technology, processing in light of more and more functions becomes available. Consequently, a simple network node design is of great importance, if and when the state of the art of photonic processing advances to such a degree that such full photonic implementation will be possible. Blazenet switching node design has limited functionality (i.e., no routing and no flow-control) and thereby lends itself more toward photonic implementation when it becomes feasible.
Below, we give some speculations on a possible full photonic implementation in the future. In the future, full photonic implementation of Blazenet, the detection of fields in the packet format (such as the sync or the hop-selects filed) can be done by the optical delay-line signal processing ([ 151, [ 16] ), setting/resetting/zeroing of fields in the packet (such as the token or the hop-selects) can be performed by modulating a fast switch to either transfer the input information or to override some of its fields, and information processing and computing can be done by photonic logic ([17]-[20] ). Note that because there is little memory needed in the Blazenet switching node design, the control is composed mainly of logic. Signal regeneration (after amplification) can be done by an all optical regenerator ([21] ).
B. Speed of Detection
There is a potential problem of the header bit recognition when the speed of the lines increases. To overcome this problem, we suggest the header bits to be of different, smaller rate than the data bits, thus allowing more time for decoding. Consequently, by keeping the header bit "duration" constant, the problem of header bits recognition is essentially independent of the actual line speed.
C . Multiplexing Several Loops on a Pair of Fibers
The wavelength dependency of the Lithium Niobate switches ([22]-[25] ) is small enough to permit wavelength division multiplexing, as claimed in Section 11. For example, the 2 x 2 switches described in [8] 
